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Abstract 
This article examines how racism and nationalism flourish in participatory 
media spaces by analyzing user comments and images posted on the reddit 
community r/ImGoingToHellForThis in the week following widespread 
news coverage of the photograph of Alan Kurdi, a Syrian boy whose dead 
body was photographed on a beach in Turkey. The community is 
dominated by racist nationalist discourse that combines textual 
commentary with photographs and other visual media that have been 
remediated into offensive visual jokes, which “cloak” the racism. Through 
an in-depth study of user-submitted comments and visual jokes, this article 
argues that the “cloaks” that obscure online racism can be at once highly 
obvious and highly effective. Rather than unmasking obscured racist online 
ideologies, scholars must also examine how racism flourishes while hiding 
in plain sight by tracing how racist discourses assemble in participatory 
media communities. 
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Although the utopian proclamations of the 1990s have long faded from 
fashion, scholars continue to find the potential for new forms of 
democratization and empowerment online, particularly on social media 
spaces that promote participatory media practices. However, participatory 
media are often breeding grounds for nefarious politics, including the 
virulent misogyny associated with #GamerGate (Chess and Shaw, 2015; 
Massanari, 2014, 2015a). Participatory media can also foster outrage, anger, 
and incivility in newspaper comment sections, YouTube videos, and 
partisan Facebook pages (Ben-David and Matamoros-Fernández, 2016; 
Carpentier, 2014; Sobieraj and Berry, 2011; Wright and Street, 2007). 
Online racism is particularly powerful, but it can also be difficult to study. 
Multicultural rhetoric can be leveraged to promote White supremacist ends 
(Daniels, 2013), and epistemological challenges are presented by “cloaked 
websites” or websites that appear to be objective sources of information 
but use “difficult-to-detect authorship and hidden agendas intended to 
accomplish political goals, including white supremacy” (Daniels, 2009: 660). 
Although there has been research into openly racist websites (Billig, 2001), 
racism in online news sources (Melican and Dixon, 2008; Topinka, 2016), 
racist email “forwards” (Boxman-Shabtai and Shifman, 2015), and racism 
plaguing participatory media spaces (Hughey and Daniels, 2013; Love and 
Hughey, 2015; Malmqvist, 2015) and “trolling” spaces such as 4chan 
(Milner, 2013; Phillips, 2015), the role of race and racism in participatory 
media nevertheless remains relatively understudied. 
In this article, I examine how racism and nationalism flourish in 
participatory media spaces by analyzing user comments and images posted 
on r/ImGoingToHellForThis in the week following widespread news 
coverage of the photograph of Alan Kurdi, a Syrian boy whose dead body 
was photographed as it was recovered on a beach in Turkey during the 
2015 refugee crisis. r/ImGoingToHellForThis is a subreddit, or a 
community of interest, on the social news and message board site reddit. 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis describes itself as a space for tasteless 
“‘politically incorrect’ dark, offensive & twisted humor.” Although the 
photograph of Alan Kurdi generated widespread public support for 
refugees, on r/ImGoingToHellForThis, the photograph—and visual 
images repurposing the photograph—occasioned discourse composed of 
macabre humor and racist and nationalist statements. As I will show in 
what follows, the subreddit’s stated purpose to mock political correctness 
cloaks a form of racist nationalist discourse spurred on by photographs and 
other visual media that have been remediated into purposefully offensive 
visual jokes. 
I argue, then, that this subreddit presents a different version of a 
“cloaked” website, one in which the obviousness of the cloak does not 
staunch the proliferation of racism and nationalism. This study thus 
expands on the epistemological challenges Daniels (2009) identifies in 
“cloaked” websites. When cloaks are obvious yet effective, identifying the 
cloak and unmasking the ideologies it purportedly obscures are not enough. 
Instead, scholars must trace the warp and woof of the threads in order to 
understand how they stitch together into functional cloak. This approach 
follows Latour’s (2004) call to replace a focus on debunking false ideologies 
with a focus on tracing how things assemble in a gathering (Latour, 2005). I 
pursue this method here by tracing the subreddit’s users’ visual and textual 
responses to the widely circulated photograph of Alan Kurdi. 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis users target the perceived force of political 
correctness by repurposing and remixing traditional media images in ways 
that violate the terms of political correctness. This study examines how 
these visual images make prolific use of remediation, or the repurposing 
and refashioning of media (Bolter and Grusin, 1999; Manovich, 2001) and 
bricolage, or creating objects with ready-to-hand materials and reusable 
artifacts (Hartley, 2011: 33). These are key tools of “remix culture” (Lessig, 
2008) and the “digital citizen” (Wells, 2015) that challenge the “top-down 
tyranny of the media” (Gross, 2009: 67) and promote cosmopolitan 
citizenship, postnationalism, and resistance (Deuze, 2006). As 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis demonstrates, these tools can promote 
resistance in the shape of racism and resurgent nationalism through the 
cloak of anti-politically correct humor.  
Methodologically, this study demonstrates that visual discourse both 
generates and responds to textual discourse in participatory media spaces, 
where remediated visual images and memes become self-generating 
discursive tools. The link between these tools and racist nationalism on 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis demonstrates that these tools can be articulated 
to a variety of political and ideological agendas and that they can function 
to cloak those agendas. This study thus demonstrates that studying 
participatory media requires not only theorizing its structures and 
grammars but also examining the circulation and active remediation of 
image and text as they shape and respond to key discursive moments. 
Therefore, I focus on the remediation of the photograph of Alan Kurdi 
and the discourse it generated over the course of 1 week on a subreddit 
with more than 500,000 subscribers by coding 216 posts and 1424 
comments. This coding revealed that anti-politically correct visual humor 
operates as a cloak concealing racist nationalism on 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis. Cloaks conceal, but they are themselves highly 
visible. Building on Daniels’ (2009) research into websites that discretely 
cloak their true purpose, I suggest that the existence of cloaks is often quite 
obvious, but that the contours of the practices they conceal—and the 
political agendas into which those practices consolidate—require analytical 
attention. 
In what follows, I describe the structure, functioning, and public reach 
of reddit, focusing on the culture of r/ImGoingToHellForThis. I then 
describe the circulation of the photograph of Alan Kurdi and the 
methodology for my study. After demonstrating how the content of user 
posts supports racist nationalism, I then examine how the posts mocking 
Alan Kurdi’s death provide a release that sustains racist nationalism 
precisely by using the techniques and practices of participatory media such 
as remediation and remixing—techniques typically associated with 
democratic politics. I conclude by suggesting that the racism of 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis sutures racism to nationalism by applying liberal 
notions of freedom of speech to an illiberal agenda. Identifying the 
discourses smuggled under such cloaks requires attending to the circulation 
of racist and nationalist ideas communicated through visual remediation 
and textual discourse. 
Reddit and racism: context and controversy 
Reddit is a social news, information, entertainment, and message board site. 
All posts are user-submitted and consist of a title that forms a hyperlink 
that either directs to a text post (or “self” post) within reddit or to an 
external link. Each post contains its own comments section. Users can 
influence where posts and comments appear on a given page by upvoting 
or downvoting posts and comments. Posts can be about anything—from 
world news to cat pictures to paintings of imaginary cities—and users can 
easily create their own communities of interest, or subreddits, which are 
referred to as r/worldnews, r/catpictures, r/imaginarycityscapes, and so on. 
The only barrier to creating a subreddit is a reddit account, and obtaining 
an account is a simple process, requiring only a unique username and a 
password—email verification is optional but not required. Subreddit 
creators set the parameters defining the focus of the community of interest, 
and subreddit creators automatically become moderators, which means 
they can enforce the subreddit’s parameters or rules by deleting offending 
posts and banning offending users. Moderators can also add other 
moderators. Reddit users, then, can create and moderate subreddits, submit 
links or text posts, upvote or downvote posts from other users, comment 
on existing posts, reply to existing comments, and send personal messages 
to other users. Upvotes redound to the users who submit posts in the form 
of karma, a form of social capital on reddit. By default, all subreddits order 
posts by how “hot” they are, an algorithmically determined ranking based 
on how recently a post was submitted, the difference between upvotes and 
downvotes, and how quickly the post attracted attention, with the first 10 
votes being weighted the same as the next 100 (Salihefendic, 2015). This 
open, user-generated structure has been widely successful: Reddit had 
222,549,237 unique visitors between 15 April and 15 May 2016, and it is 
the 28th most popular site in the world and 9th most popular in the United 
States (Alexa, 2016), where 6% of adult Internet users are also reddit users 
(Duggan and Smith, 2013). 
Although its recent growth has been prodigious, reddit has also made 
headlines for its role in #GamerGate and the iCloud hacking that 
precipitated the leak of nude celebrity photographs, which were collected 
and shared on the subreddit r/thefappening. Despite the generally hands-
off approach of reddit moderators, this subreddit was eventually banned, 
along with a number of other subreddits devoted to explicit material. Other 
banned subreddits include r/jailbait, which featured photographs of nearly 
underage and in some cases underage girls; r/creepshots, composed of 
photographs taken of women and girls without their knowledge; 
r/beatingwomen, which featured graphic images of violence against 
women; r/fatpeoplehate, which focused on harassing overweight people; 
and r/niggers, which promoted anti-Black racism. It is worth emphasizing 
again that any user can create a subreddit on any topic, which means that 
although some subreddits are dominated by, for example, misogyny, there 
are also subreddits focused on women’s perspectives, such as 
r/twoxchromosomes, and subreddits that offer support networks, such as 
r/tryingforababy. Indeed, reddit is a complex culture full of diverse content 
ranging from the nerdy to the intellectually stimulating to the silly to the 
misogynistic, racist, and ableist (Massanari, 2015b). The subreddits focused 
on the harassment and assault of women and girls have attracted the most 
media and scholarly attention (Chess and Shaw, 2015; Massanari, 2014; 
Massanari, 2015a). More work is required in this area, where coordinated 
campaigns claiming to be fighting for free speech and combatting 
censorship continue to target women on subreddits like r/KotakuInAction 
(2016), which bills itself as “the main hub for GamerGate discussion on 
Reddit.” However, there has been less study of the ways in which redditors 
use freedom of speech and humor to cloak racist and nationalist ideologies 
and agendas. Studying r/ImGoingToHellForThis provides unique insight 
into the ways in which humor functions as a guise for a network of racist 
sentiment. 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis is not a minor community of interest. The 
subreddit is the 77th most popular of the more than 300,000 existing 
subreddits (Reddit, 2015). As of 9 September 2015, the subreddit had 
516,036 subscribers (Reddit, 2015). When users with reddit accounts 
navigate to reddit.com while logged in, they see a personalized “front page” 
of reddit containing “hot” content from all the subreddits to which they are 
subscribed, which means that 516,036 redditors see 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis content on their version of the reddit front 
page. These 516,036 users can also drive content to the top of r/all, further 
increasing the subreddit’s exposure. 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis is a carnivalesque space. On the subreddit’s 
sidebar, the moderators instruct users “to be as crude as you like,” 
reminding them there “is no line to cross here.” This statement is revealing 
of the users’ conception of freedom of speech, which involves an absolute 
right to expression that can and should be exercised by transgressing social 
mores. The subreddit includes frequent references to “Social Justice 
Warriors” who are supposedly humorless, hectoring, and censorious 
defenders of political correctness, which is understood as an interlocking 
set of codes that limit speech and rational debate to protect the feelings of 
the moralizers and self-proclaimed victims. Anti-political correctness is, 
therefore, not always the same thing as racism; for users of the subreddit, 
political correctness includes discourse about feminism, obesity, disability, 
religion, pedophilia, death, illness, and the victims of terrorism, war, and 
other catastrophic events. One running joke is to link to images of pigs, 
other animals, and obese women and label them “feminists.” Users also 
frequently make visual puns on the word “down” in “down’s syndrome” 
by, for example, Photoshopping the face of someone with down’s 
syndrome onto a bottle of Downy brand fabric softener. Crucial to the site 
are memes, which Limor Shifman defines as “units of popular culture that 
are circulated, imitated, and transformed by individual Internet users” 
(Shifman, 2013: 367), often introducing a playful, ironic, and humorous 
element (Shifman, 2014). On the subreddit, this humor manifests in ironic 
reversals, as when users mock hallowed events such as 9/11 by 
Photoshopping photographs of the Twin Towers to include Hulk Hogan 
attacking them. 
Racism is a significant feature of the site. The subreddit’s 
“Recommended Viewing” section indicates the political sensibilities of the 
moderators. The list includes r/ImAWhinyLiberalBitch; 
r/TumblrInAction, a site dedicated to mocking Social Justice Warriors on 
Tumblr; and r/AdviceHell, a subreddit of image macros that describes 
itself as “like r/AdviceAnimals, except with more people saying Nigger.” 
r/AdviceAnimals itself has been rumored to be a hotbed of Stormfront 
recruiting. The r/ImGoingToHellForThis moderators Spatchcock and 
I_SHIT_A_BRICK also moderate r/AdviceHell, demonstrating that 
transgressive racism combined with a dislike for liberals, Social Justice 
Warriors, and political correctness is thoroughly imbricated in the 
subreddit. 
Of course, from the perspective of the subreddit’s users, critiquing the 
content misses the point entirely, since the subreddit’s users are offensive 
on purpose. Indeed, the discourse of the subreddit shares much in 
common with trolling, which also pushes the boundaries of free speech, at 
times to critique injustice or to deflate moralizing discourses, but always to 
offend and provoke (Phillips, 2015). r/ImGoingToHellForThis is different 
from trolling in that it is a space to celebrate the fact that one is “going to 
hell,” to transgress among transgressors rather than to locate targets to 
provoke and offend. 
This transgressive humor becomes a cloak disguising a network of racist 
sentiment. The various public guises of racism have been a central 
preoccupation of critical race theory. Contemporary racism frequently 
summons race without naming it, disguising racist meanings with 
polysemous racial codings (Weaver, 2011). “Cultural” or “differentialist 
racism” (Balibar, 1991) substitutes a focus on biological difference with an 
emphasis on cultural difference. This form of racism surfaces most 
frequently in immigration debates, wherein “immigration acts as a 
substitute for the notion of race” (Balibar, 1991: 20). Another public guise 
is “colorblind racism” (Bonilla-Silva, 2006), in which racist ideas are 
communicated in code, as when White teens reject MySpace for being “too 
ghetto” (boyd, 2011). As I will demonstrate in what follows, 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis at once draws on these disguising techniques 
and utterly jettisons them. The disguise or “cloak” the subreddit relies on is 
the claim to mock political correctness in the name of freedom of speech. 
The racism is obvious, but it comes cloaked in humor. Operating under the 
cover of this cloak, the subreddit’s discourse is blatantly and virulently 
racist and nationalist. In order to explore the confluence of humor, racism, 
and nationalism, I turn now to the photograph that generated the discourse 
under study. 
The photograph of the Syrian boy 
In 2015, widespread media attention was focused on the escalating crisis as 
increasing numbers of migrants fled such conflicts as the Syrian Civil War, 
making treacherous journeys across the Mediterranean and seeking refuge 
in the European Union, where member states often struggled or refused to 
accept them. On Wednesday, 2 September 2015, the reporter Nilufer 
Demir photographed the body of Alan Kurdi, a 3-year-old Syrian boy 
whose dead body had been washed ashore on a beach in Bodrum, Turkey. 
This photograph quickly became a focal point of media coverage of the 
crisis. After it was released by a Turkish news agency, the photograph went 
viral almost immediately. The Twitter hashtag #kiyiyavaruninsanlik, which 
means “humanity washed ashore” in Turkish, was used more than 200,000 
times between 2 September and 3 September, and the tag “A Syrian Child 
Drowns” was used more than 300,000 times in Arabic on Twitter (BBC, 
2015a). On 3 September, the photograph was on the cover of El País, 
Truow, The Guardian, La Stampa, De Morgen, and The Times. A petition on the 
UK parliament website to “Accept more asylum seekers and increase 
support for refugee migrants in the UK” gained 150,000 signatures on 3 
September (BBC, 2015a), and one UK poll showed that 44% of people 
who had seen the photograph of Alan Kurdi agreed that the United 
Kingdom should allow more refugees compared to 24% among those who 
had not seen the photograph (BBC, 2015b). Although it is of course 
difficult to know from this poll whether the photograph in fact swayed UK 
public opinion or simply galvanized those members of the public who 
already supported accepting more refugees, it is quite clear that the 
photograph dominated social media and mainstream news coverage in the 
days following its publication. 
Methodology 
As posts remediating the photograph of Alan Kurdi into a visual joke begin 
dominating the subreddit, I began to follow the posts and comments 
closely, noting key themes in posts and comments submitted to the 
subreddit. In order to analyze the images and text more systematically, I 
conducted a first cycle of initial coding (Charmaz, 2014; Saldaña, 2013). I 
coded each of the 216 posts and analyzed the 4521 comments submitted to 
the subreddit between 2 September 2015, the date of the first post about 
Alan Kurdi, and 9 September 2015, the day following the last post 
specifically about Alan Kurdi. During this initial coding, I developed codes 
that emerged as I analyzed for key themes (Charmaz, 2014). I created a 
code whenever there were three or more posts on any one theme. I coded 
the images based on the text users placed on the images or, where there 
was no text on the image, based on the text in the titles of the post. This 
allowed me to capture one of the key techniques of remediation on the 
subreddit, which involved repurposing an image by inserting text that 
altered the perceived meaning of the image. The codes that emerged were 
refugees (40 posts), racist (33 posts), disability (33 posts), misogyny (23 
posts), pedophilia (12 posts), Nazism (12 posts), terrorism (12 posts), 
school shootings (9 posts), socioeconomic class (5 posts), abortion (5 
posts), religion (4 posts), and Paul Walker (3 posts). The most common 
posts were about refugees (40 posts), 30 of which featured images of Alan 
Kurdi. The second most common posts were racist (33 posts). Unlike the 
“colorblind racism” Bonilla-Silva (2006) describes, these posts were explicit 
in their racism, for example, by using racial slurs rather than euphemism. 
The frequency of these codes demonstrates an articulation between 
nationalism and racism in the content of the subreddit, where humor 
cloaks expression of enmity toward refugees and non-White races.  
In order to explore this articulation more fully, I conducted a second 
cycle of focused coding in order to produce a more refined categorization 
of the key themes of the data (Charmaz, 2014; Saldaña, 2013). I focused my 
second cycle of coding specifically on the combined 1424 comments and 
73 posts about refugees and racist posts. I coded each comment as a unit, 
so if one comment referenced six different racial stereotypes, I counted 
that as only one instance for the purposes of coding. The dataset was 
substantial but still small enough that manual coding was still possible. I 
highlighted comments and posts with colors corresponding to codes and 
tracked the codes in an Excel spreadsheet. This method allowed me to 
identify overarching trends while also conducting fine-grained textual 
analysis of particular comments and posts. During the focused coding, I 
included additional codes to more fully account for patterns in the data. I 
created codes for political correctness, racial stereotypes, religious 
intolerance, nativism, White supremacy, sexual violence, the macabre, 
disability, misogyny, third-world mockery, slavery, welfare tourism, 
Holocaust denial, and #BlackLivesMatter. I also addressed thematic 
overlap among many of the codes by following the discourse of the 
subreddit’s users to distinguish the codes. If a post demonstrated 
intolerance toward religion without making reference to the third world or 
referred to refugees without relying on racial stereotypes, I coded that post 
as “religious intolerance” or “refugees” but not “third-world mockery” or 
“stereotypes.” For example, one post featured an image of the Straight Outta 
Compton film poster with text overlaid reading “By far the worst planet of 
the apes movie.” I coded this post as “stereotypes.” In the comment 
section of this post, one user asked whether another user was Black, and a 
different user commented, “hang him!” I coded this comment under 
“White supremacy” but not “stereotypes” because it made explicit 
reference to a White supremacist tactic rather than any particular racist 
stereotype. I also employed simultaneous coding (Saldaña, 2013) when 
posts and comments were relevant to multiple codes. 
Racism, nationalism, and the guise of humor 
The subreddit sidebar claims “there is humor to find in just about any 
subject, no matter how fucked up it is.” The dominance of posts about 
refugees and about Alan Kurdi between 2 September and 9 September 2015 
clearly indicate that the subscribers use humor to respond to the news cycle 
and to dominant themes of public debate. Theorists of humor argue that 
humor provides affective release associated with feelings of superiority over 
others (Boxman-Shabtai and Shifman, 2013). Racist humor in particular can 
legitimate the expression of bigotry (Lockyer and Pickering, 2008; 
Malmqvist, 2015), venting otherwise socially unacceptable sentiments. Thus, 
the incongruous juxtapositions that form the grammar of jokes—and that 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis users deploy visually—can both provide affective 
release and sustain social relations (Billig, 2005). On 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis humor, operates both as a release and as a 
“cloak” that disguises racist and nationalist agendas. The coding results 
clearly demonstrate that humor cloaks the targeting of specific racial and 
national groups. 
The second cycle of coding revealed that the mutual inflection of anti-
refugee and racist sentiment dominated the comments section between 2 
September and 9 September 2015. Posts about refugees generated far and 
away the highest number of comments. There were 1019 comments 
responding to the 40 posts about refugees, 593 of which responded to 
posts using the photograph of Alan Kurdi. By comparison, the 33 racist 
posts generated 405 comments. However, there was a clear relationship 
between racist posts and posts about refugees. For example, one post 
(Figure 1) linked to an image of Poseidon overlaid with the text, “If you see 
this while scrolling through the page you have been visited by the based 
god Poseidon. African migrants will arrive safely in Europe unless you 
comment ‘thank you based god Poseidon’ on this picture.” The emphasis 
on Africans arriving in Europe indicates a racial and nationalist dimension 
to the joke, but migrants are still the primary target. 
Anti-migrant sentiment mingled with racism on the site. Among the 
racist posts, the most common code is racial stereotypes (81 iterations). 
Although contemporary racism often works through coded language 
(Bonilla-Silva, 2006), the mandate to humorous political incorrectness on 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis seems to encourage overt use of stereotypes 
that might otherwise be delivered in coded language. For example, one post 
links to a screenshot of the “Shower with Your Dad Simulator,” a video 
game that involves matching the skin tone of a child with that of a 
showering dad (whileycoyote, 2015). The text of the link reads, “Finally, a 
game for black people.” The top-rated comment is “If this were a game for 
black people Lefty [the child with the darkest skin tone] wouldn’t have a 
match.” The top response to this comment reads, “no, that would just be a 
game about black people. A game for black people is like shooting dice in 
the alley or dog fight simulator 2015 or something.” Other comments 
include the following: “We all know black [sic] don’t have dad [sic]” and 
“Bullshit. The black ones will drown in the shower”—a reference to the 
stereotype that black people cannot swim. As this brief example shows, 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis users routinely refer to entrenched racial 
stereotypes in their comments and posts. The subreddit’s mandate for 
humor indicates that the discourse, like other memetic cultures, is typically 
ironic (Shifman, 2014). Like trolls, who excuse blatant racism with claims 
to be “just trolling” (Milner, 2013; Phillips, 2015), the subreddit’s users 
would likely claim to be “just going to hell for this”—that is, being 
offensive on purpose, for the “lulz” (Milner, 2013). However, these 
statements contribute to a larger environment in which humor cloaks a 
racist agenda. 
After stereotypes, the next most frequent code was White supremacy (23 
iterations). This suggests that whether or not users believe the stereotypes 
they spout, the stereotypes do sustain an actively racist political agenda. For 
example, one post linked to a photograph of an indoor zoo with the title 
“Took a picture of my son at the aquarium and noticed the second exhibit 
in the middle” (DarkKassanova, 2015). In the foreground of the 
photograph, a young White boy looks at a lemur through a glass wall. 
There is a viewing area enclosed in glass that rises out of the faux-forest 
floor inside the exhibit. There are two young Black boys in that glass 
enclosure—the “second exhibit in the middle.” One user responded by 
using stereotypes about the supposed  
 
 Figure 1. Available at: http://imgur.com/15IG98k. 
 
athleticism and uncontrollable libido of Black people in an attempt at 
humor, writing, “who would pay to watch two basketball Americans 
wanking at animals in their special aquarium within an aquarium.” Other 
commenters, though, bypassed stereotypes for blatant White supremacy. 
Making no attempt at humor, a commenter familiar with the location 
noted, “That damn viewing area the darkies are in is WAY shorter than it 
looks.” Another commented, “two types of monkeys.” Yet another 
commenter posted hyperlink text reading “Nigglets,” which linked to a 
cartoon image of the “Nigglet,” a character from the “Nigglet and 
Thugtrio,” a Pokémon parody in which characters carry out attacks such as 
“shank,” “drive-by,” “bitch slap,” and “shoot” (9gag, n.d.). Unlike trolls, 
who seek unsuspecting targets, these users celebrate and reinforce one 
another’s racism, making racist jokes that respond to the original image 
while also linking that image to racist humor in other participatory media 
spaces. These White supremacist comments sketch a media ecology in 
which user commentaries on user-submitted images allow racism to 
flourish under the guise of humor. 
The subreddit’s users routinely linked such racism to nationalism. 
Another commenter on the “second exhibit” thread wrote, “‘Aquarium’ ... 
‘Terrarium’ is much better if you don’t want your homo sapiens negroidis 
to end up like a Syrian refugee kid.” This comment indicates the complex 
layering of image and text in participatory media ecologies. This comment 
pedantically corrects another user’s imprecise diction with text that more 
accurately describes the original image of the exhibit. Yet this correction 
smuggles its own racist humor with the pseudoscientific description of the 
young boys in the image while at the same time citing the widely circulated 
photograph of Alan Kurdi. Indeed, this comment was posted on 5 
September 2015, at the height of media attention to the photograph. The 
original image thus spurred racist discourse, which in turn responded to 
other images circulating in the same media ecology. During the week 
studied here, remediated images of the original photograph of Alan Kurdi 
were the dominant force on the subreddit. I turn now to examine those 
images. 
Remediation and racist nationalism 
The users of r/ImGoingToHellForThis use ready-to-hand cultural images 
and references in a form of bricolage that remediates images in order to 
puncture political correctness and to promote a racist nationalist agenda. 
This use of remediation and bricolage dominates the visual posts about 
Alan Kurdi. One post remediates the “Success Kid” image macro, which is 
based on a photograph of a smiling toddler standing on a beach—a 
location particularly well suited to crude jokes about Alan Kurdi (Figure 2). 
The “Success Kid” image macro follows a strict basic structure: a minor 
problem written above the success kid’s head and a satisfyingly successful 
result written along the bottom. The r/ImGoingToHellForThis poster 
turned the “Success Kid” image macro into a two-panel comic and 
changed the original success kid’s sleeves from green to red to match Alan 
Kurdi’s t-shirt. The first panel shows the success kid with the caption 
“Friday,” and the second shows Alan Kurdi with the caption “Monday.” 
The title of the post is “Rough weekend.” By remediating “Success Kid,” 
this post converts a meme about minor successes into a macabre joke. 
Many posts made use of bricolage by piecing together elements of visual 
culture to create new visual products, for example, by superimposing a 
photograph of Hulk Hogan doing his trademark leg drop onto Alan Kurdi 
(Figure 3). This is a remediation of a meme that features Hogan as the 
unexpected culprit for an accident or disaster. Similarly, several posts inserted 
a photograph of the wrestler John Cena apparently taunting the boy, 
remediating another meme in which Cena features as a sudden interrupter of 
some mundane everyday task (Figure 4). The posts on 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis use bricolage in order to make humorously 
incongruous juxtapositions. One post uses the “justgirlythings” meme 
template, popularized by the justgirlythings Tumblr, a single-topic blog 
featuring images with brief captions about “girly” subjects. A post on 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis remediates this meme into a two-panel comic 
with an image of shirtless teenage boy standing in waist-deep water on the 
top image and the Alan Kurdi photograph on the bottom. The caption reads, 
“wanting to meet a cute boy at the beach. Justgirlythings” (Figure 5). There 
are a variety of other posts featuring the photograph, including a wetsuit-clad 
body-board-holding David Cameron running by Alan Kurdi, the disgraced 
Subway spokesperson Jared Fogle smiling at the scene, the “Brazzers” 
pornography label inserted into the photograph, and the photograph 
converted to gray scale with the words “wasted” emblazoned in red across 
the front, a reference to the Grand Theft Auto video game series. All of the 
foregoing examples cite memes or aspects of memes and remix them into 
macabre forms of visual humor that rely on surprising visual juxtapositions 
pieced together through bricolage. 
This remediation generates and responds to racist nationalist discourse. 
In the comments on the remediation of the “Success Kid” image (Spewpid, 
2015), one user noted that Alan Kurdi’s story was “pretty sad, really.” 
Another user replied, 
Not really. He escaped brutal suffering from his home country and the 
rest of the world didn’t have to provide free shit for a third of his life 
because he was wholly unequipped to handle life in the first world. Win-
win. Just call me Mr. Silver Lining. 
 Figure 2. Available at: http://imgur.com/HuHCIkC. 
 
 
Figure 3. Available at: http://imgur.com/BjtTSvB. 
 Figure 4. Available at: http://imgur.com/3UWguQf. 
 
Figure 5. Available at: http://i.imgur.com/bts3rPY.png. 
 
On one hand, this exchange shows that the racist nationalism on the 
subreddit was not universal, and perhaps that some users were unaware 
that the humor cloaked other agendas. On the other hand, it is also an 
example of frequent posts mocking members of the so-called third world. 
Indeed, such posts were the most frequent code on the refugee posts, with 
80 iterations. These posts and comments typically refer to the west, the first 
world, and the third world, or some combination of the three. They tend to 
suggest that “third-world” lives either cannot handle life in the first world, 
and so their deaths are unworthy of mourning and perhaps even a benefit. 
Alternatively, these posts and comments suggest that “third-world” 
refugees are only migrating to the “first world” to claim benefits. For 
example, the top-voted response to another image mocking Alan Kurdi 
(number1kremlin_shill, 2015) was, “THIS is why they shouldn’t have 
offered Obamacare in Europe.” This polysemic comment claims that 
Europe offers “Obamacare”—a presumably knowing and, therefore, 
humorous misattribution—while also implying that refugees are welfare 
tourists and that, therefore, their lives are less valuable. This combination 
of claims about the “third world” and welfare tourism demonstrates that 
the subreddit opens a space for a form of racist nationalism that draws 
directly from right-wing discourse about economic migrants. 
Racist nationalism proliferates on the subreddit. Racist nationalism is an 
imperfect term because nationalism is not inevitably racist; it can be tool 
for manifesting belonging in the face of oppression (Skey, 2010) or a banal 
means for organizing daily life (Billig, 1995). It is also imperfect because 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis users rarely make explicit claims to any one 
nation. Instead, they refer to distinctions between the first and third worlds, 
Africa and Europe, Muslim countries and the West, or countries with 
poverty and countries with a welfare state, but always in ways that 
emphasize that third-world lives matter less, that Africans ought to be kept 
out of Europe, that Muslim culture is incompatible with Western culture, 
and that migrants are moving for welfare and government benefits. 
Therefore, I call this discourse racist nationalism because it reinforces 
biopolitical distinctions between who can live and who can be left to die, 
which lives can be supported and which lives cannot, and which lives 
improve the population and which lives do not (Foucault, 1997). Racism is, 
therefore, a technology that permits the state to “regulate the distribution 
of death” (Mbembe, 2003: 17). Racist nationalism of this kind focuses less 
on biology than on productivity and risk management. What is new about 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis is that these claims are simultaneously 
dissimulated and declared openly. The gambit to mock political correctness 
provides the cloak for a flourishing form of racism linked to a broadly 
nationalist project that promotes the death and banishment of members of 
the third world, of Muslim countries, of Africa, and of impoverished 
nations in order to protect the first world, Europe, and the West. As recent 
events demonstrate, this sort of racist nationalism has galvanized populist 
movements in a range of countries, including the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Greece, Germany, France, Poland, and Hungary. 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis at once cloaks and blatantly promotes racist 
nationalism. 
The power of images to spur such discourse was clearest in the most 
upvoted post featuring the photograph of Alan Kurdi, which received 2507 
upvotes and 748 downvotes for a joke about “planking” or the “lying down 
game,” which involves being photographed while lying face down in an 
incongruous location (European88, 2015). The post was submitted under 
the neo-Nazi username European88 by a reddit user later revealed to be a 
young Jewish man living in Florida who also impersonated a White 
supremacist and a Jihadist and was later arrested for encouraging terrorism 
(Moyer, 2015; PhysicsIsMyMistress, 2015). European88’s post linked to an 
image of a fake Buzzfeed article listing “The 60 Best Planks” of 2015 and 
showed Alan Kurdi as the top-ranked plank (Figure 6). This seemingly 
simple joke conceals a complex intervention into digital media ecologies. 
On one level, the target of this joke is Buzzfeed itself, a site that features 
investigative journalism, entertainment, and “listicles” of the sort this image 
parodies. Buzzfeed also promotes content based on how frequently readers 
share content on social media networking sites, which means the site 
contributes to and draws from other forms of participatory media 
(Suleiman, 2016). Indeed, the parody featuring Alan Kurdi is actually based 
on an actual Buzzfeed article entitled the “60 Best Planks,” which begins 
with this sub-headline from Matt Stopera (2015): “I’ve looked at every 
submission to the Official Planking Facebook group to bring you this ‘best 
of’ list.” The r/ImGoingToHellForThis post changes nothing about the 
article except for the photograph featured below the top-rated plank. By 
placing a serious photograph into a whimsical article, this post targets the 
listicle format itself. 
On another level, though, the post targets the media attention the 
photograph of Alan Kurdi received. By placing such a powerful 
photograph in the format of a Buzzfeed listicle, this post suggests that the 
photograph is no more important than such ephemeral fads as planking. 
The post at once mocks Buzzfeed and the public reactions of grief and 
empathy the photograph occasioned. Although scholars of visual culture 
argue that photographs of death and tragedy can motivate public empathy 
(Azoulay, 2008; Hariman and Lucaites, 2007; Zelizer, 2010), the very 
strength of this form of public reception can also motivate counter-
responses. This parodic Buzzfeed post is one such counter-response. 
Users responding to the mock Buzzfeed post gleefully participated in 
this counter-response, demonstrating the affective release humor offers. 
One commenter received 184 points for the comment, “You know that 
feeling you get right after you pleasure yourself? That’s how I feel.” 
Another responded, “Because you pleasured yourself to the dead child, 
didn’t you?” These comments ostentatiously perform anti-political 
correctness by responding to the photograph with pleasure rather than with 
the publicly expected grief. One user received 77 points for both mocking 
this public mourning and for introducing an element of nationalism with 
the comment, “It’s fine, for those who don’t already know: The kid is only 
a refugee.” This is an example of the cloaking function of humor on the 
site. The comment can conceivably be taken in two ways: one is that the 
commenter hates refugees and thinks their lives are worthless; the other is 
that the commenter is trying to think of the most politically incorrect 
possible comment in order to get laughs. However, the cloaking function 
circumvents the need to make decision. The comment is at once obviously 
hateful and a joke justifiable as a specific critique of political correctness 
generally sanctioned by freedom of speech. The cloak is obvious but no 
less efficacious for its obviousness. Indeed, the subreddit encourages such 
statements, allowing hate speech to flourish online. 
Indeed, the overwhelming response of r/ImGoingToHellForThis to the 
photograph of Alan Kurdi was to encourage hateful speech devaluing the 
lives of refugees and other migrants and to promote racist and nationalist 
sentiments. Users thus not only mocked the photograph—which would 
certainly be a politically incorrect maneuver—they also used the mockery of 
the photograph to generate hate about refugees and migrants in general. This 
is where the cloak’s functionality becomes clear. Another commenter 
received 40 points in the “Best Planking” post comment section for replying 
to another user asking  
 
 Figure 6. Available at: http://i.imgur.com/60QQEWG.jpg. 
 
for context with, “syrian refugee. his father needed implants for his teeth and 
was heading to sweden for free dental; his sister in canada claims. media keep 
leaving that out though.” This story circulated on conservative websites such 
as Breitbart (Delingpole, 2015), and an Australian senator echoed the claims 
during a debate on a Senate motion on Syrian refugees (Cheer, 2015). 
Another user pushed back writing, “Bullshit! Here in Sweden, dental is only 
free for ages 20 and under.” Perhaps, this is an instance of resistance to the 
racist nationalism on the site, or perhaps the user simply sought to correct 
misperceptions about the Swedish welfare state. Regardless, this comment 
earned only 4 points, while the same user who claimed Alan Kurdi’s father 
only traveled for free dental earned 23 points for replying, “You might 
wanna look up some of the privileges of coming as a refugee to Sweden.” In 
the same thread, another user was downvoted to −3 points for commenting, 
“Refugee from Bumfuck, Syria, attempts to invade the Emirates of Sweden 
in order to get them free, free teef fixes because they’re brown.” Although 
this comment was downvoted, it participates in a larger discussion 
promoting the general idea that refugees are in fact welfare tourists. The 
visual joke mocking the serious and somber public response to the 
photograph of Alan Kurdi by placing it in a “Best Planking” list precipitated 
this racist and nationalist discourse. This discourse becomes clear only by 
examining the contours of the participatory media ecology of image and text 
at particular discursive moments. Not only do images generate and respond 
to discourse in participatory media spaces, but through remediation and 
bricolage, they also become malleable and moveable discursive resources in 
their own right, capable of becoming linked to a range of political projects, 
including racist nationalism. 
Conclusion 
This study shows that cloaks covering for racism are often highly visible yet 
highly effective. This suggests that racism in participatory media spaces 
requires careful yet critical tracing rather than ideological unmasking. Key 
discursive moments, such as the counter-response on 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis to the public circulation and reception of the 
photograph of Alan Kurdi, provide generative contexts in which to trace 
the memes, references, and visual repertoires that circulate in online 
participatory discourse ecologies. As a subreddit with 516,036 subscribers, 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis offers a significant context where participatory 
media practices generating an extraordinary amount of racist nationalism 
are constantly being remixed and remediated anew. Traditional publishers, 
such as Condé Nast, which owns reddit, would not sanction publications 
expressly devoted to politically incorrect statements or rampant racism, 
even if cloaked in humor. However, user-generated content on 
participatory media can establish and promote racism and nationalism 
without requiring the sanction of an established publisher. In such cases, 
cloaks including humor and visual remediation can provide cover if not 
sanction for such discourses, frustrating critical unmasking precisely by 
foregrounding what might typically be repressed but repositioning it as 
humor. The racist nationalist postings on r/ImGoingToHellForThis rely 
on cloaks in order to capitalize on the power of participatory media to 
establish horizontal links among users, leveraging the creativity of remix 
culture to generate a network capable of producing and perpetuating racist 
nationalism. 
Racism not only persists online, it flourishes. Unlike #GamerGate, 
r/ImGoingToHellForThis is not a movement that promotes doxxing, 
harassment, or direct threats. However, the participants in #GamerGate 
and r/ImGoingToHellForThis both link their media practice to liberal 
conceptions of freedom of speech. On r/ImGoingToHellForThis, 
practicing freedom of speech involves purposeful and purportedly 
humorous transgressions of political correctness. The subreddit reverses 
the terms of contemporary coded racism, converting subtle codes into 
blatantly racist statements excused as knowing jokes. The very ostentation 
on which this humor relies thus functions as a cloak concealing the 
networks of racist sentiment that the discourse sustains. The subreddit’s 
critique of political correctness at once claims liberal principles and 
advances the highly illiberal practice of racist nationalism. This is a deep 
contradiction within the subreddit. Insofar as a critique of political 
correctness is a major feature of online racism and of right-wing, nativist 
fascism currently rising in liberal democracies worldwide, it is possible to 
say that users of r/ImGoingToHellForThis reckon with and reproduce one 
of the most dominant and destructive political trends of our times. This 
trend will play out not only in the traditional public sphere but also in the 
spaces of participatory media, where visual remediation and memetic 
cultures not only produce ironic discourse but also consolidate a range of 
political agendas and ideologies. Scholars seeking to study racist and 
nationalist discourse online must identify how cloaks can be both obvious 
and effective, focusing on how image and text circulate in participatory 
media ecologies at key discursive moments. 
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